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Introduction 
. Successful contact lens fitting depends to a great " 
� . - - . extent on the practicioners ability to accurately determine 
ted design and secondly as a means of' carefully 
the lens changes induced as the prac ticioner makes 
madifications to achieve the desired fit. As hydroge]_ 
' 
' 
]enses continue to increase in.popularity-and the fitter · 
finds himself deprived of- the customary modification pro-
. . 
cedures with·these len,ses, it:.becomes more iil:rp6rtant·to·; 
'·' .. . 
deliver a properiyyfit.�·lens :-at 'the: in:i tial dispensibg .. '. Eve.n · 
a carefully conducted diagnost,ic -·fitting can lead to, f'ru�:... ' .. 
tration for both patient and. pract:icioner when ap'parently .__ : ·: :·._:· · ��� 
• 
·. • , ,' 
• . .� ' I \.:. j�I:�..._ ·, 
identical prescription_ lenses arrive and fail to perform 
_,_, ... ·--··"i:h 
" 
as expected. 
The single mo�t troublesome measurement wbi6� 
the fitter from accurately 
lens, as well as verifying its alleged "twin" on delivery; 
is the base curve determination.. Al though a wide variety 
of measurement devices has been proposed, none have-enjoyed 
a f1 '"'\. �-
'""'. � .. :�� widespread acceptance or come into common use, even though .. " ";· _, 
':11- - ·�- .. · �l�� ' 
:t"' #; I • r,• p • : "r � �. 
'
. 
,, 
,• 
.� 
' . 
' .. 
�, . 
" 
. , �, 
, 
. 
.. . 
·. 
.. 
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. .  
. . 
. .  , · . . .-. _·. 
" ! 
the need for an ac c urate ineasurement- means can b e  
demonstrated. 
rect b enefits 
determination. 
. . . I 
. 
of an individuals p resent lenses. when records are not 
' . ·': .· 
availabl e , .  t o  prepare for 
replac ement; ·3y 
from aging , ·. h eat· sterilization,. exp osure .. to. cl.eaning , 
hydrati on 
varies as· 
p ower 
final lens::dimensi ons in the hydrated stat e • .  ,· 
. .. , 
Histo:ry 
'\ ' 
,, .. 
A' number of methods o ffsoft lens base curve 
h ave b e en described in th e literature ,  and th ey are found 
·to vary widely in both c ompl exity and degree of acc uracy .. · ·  . .. 
Harris , .· et al 1 fi rst employed templ'ates ,. a seri es of · Pli,�i�i:·";'.)ilt 
rods machined on one end to a curvature varying. from8�0 � ·����:·� 
" 
. .. ... 
j I 
! !- " 
I 
... 
. 
.. 
' 
; ' 
-3-
to 9. 2 mm. The technique involves dropping a.· wetted· 1eiis· ... 
onto each of the ·templatesih'turn until an alignment.fit 
is found.; Initially the series· of· templates provided 0.1 , .. 
mm steps in radius, but is was .found· that differences in 
base curve of less.than 0.3 mm 
. . . 
The ± 0.3 mm reliability range 
gravitational and capillary. forces acting on the 
' 
lens in air. 
. .. 
The ICOR Radius. Tool 2 i·s a second. approach to measur- . 
ing the base curve in air, 
to the keratometer forehead r_est· support. Surface tension 
:Us 
of the 
power measurement is 
usual.fashion,, and a 
the measurement to 
method is the most 
veyed, the irregular surface dehydration 
the quality of the lens as a An 
racy of 11roughly one diopter'' (approximately o. 2 mm) i's 
claimed, al'though experience ·seems .to indicate that a tel:..; · 
erance claim of,;!: o.4 mm is more in· order. 
Koetting3 discusse�· the use of the radiuscope f6�­
meaoSUring base curve while the soft lens is immersed.In a 
. .. 
I 
r 
,,, 
. , 
-. 
f. I . . , 
• .--
'·. 
·-
,· 
saline bath with the·concave side up.: 
ducted 
ference •. 
nique is 
drift in the saliner surface movement 
turbing opti�s, and a. tremendous lbss . 
' . 
rrected l"igbt. 
even that'"measurements• 
kind are all but impossible. 
Wray4 the 
surface of the sa"iine pool with·eoneave side up. 
· .  that the lens hydrates n6:Mnaliy,:i!1 this position, 
the quality of the reflecting . s'urface is not 
frregular wetting or poo1ing, the base curve 
would proceed as· with a rigid · l�ns •. 
Totari saline immersion techniques 
ment. 
. · . . . 
Assuming 
' , . . 
in which the soft lens is placed�{)nvex side up. A high 
luminosity haloge� lamp projects: a highly magnified pror:l.re··: 
view of the immersed rens onto a· screen where the lens:. . . 
·!. 
., 
., 
-5-· 
. .  
that a reliability of::1: 0. 1 mm eould be expected. An. ad­
ditional benefit of this system is that accessory screens 
·. ' and lens supports also allow one. 
·thickness, periphery detail , and inspect for surfa€e qual-
ity. 
'·· 
1 'C..t • .  
Another saline ilnmersion system, designed:by 
utilizes the �ens 
brings to a focms an incident .light beam ,from a 
< . ... 
source. By linking the foeU:'sing :mechanism with. a measur-
ing dial, a reading that can-be related to the radius fn 
millimeters is achieved� 
lenses both with his ·device_ and with a radiuseope,. and: �. 
' · · 
,J. . . 
.. . • 
found that his· measurements 
This survey of presen·t 
lens base curve measurement 
hensive, but rather to illustrate that the profession ha�f 
yet to adopt a 
verification. While certain independent· 
demonstrated the capability of measuring base curve 
'
wi.'th. fui' 
accuracy of 1: 0.1 mm, there 
effort between manufacturers and practicioners' toward".·�d�p-
tfon of a standardized ]ens verification scheme. 
•. 
_ . 
. . 
' . ' 
. . 
' ., 
� i 
.... 1 
.-, 
•' 
.. ' 
·-· 
l, 
• 
.,. 
� 
,. 
.. 
.. . 
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Method 
The measurement system to be 
as an attachment to the Bausch 
apparently· first 
. ' 
; , ,  
though the methods were·:· developed· independently 'and 
different physical· forms.. Adapting the keratometer 
kind of purpose is advantageous because it is a 
instrument and perhaps offers the best prospect .. .. 
,• 
dardized measuring system. A sal.ine cell is employed for ,. 
i'ts clear advantage in the areas of lens support.f'ree of 
distortion, uniform hydration,. and maintenance of a 
reflecting surface� 
In its 
a 45 degree first 
the mires pattern 
. . . 
• . -· • I ' • '· 
form,_ the device eonsists of two 
,, 
place on the headrest supports of the keratometer. Figure 
1 illustrates how the mires pattern is deliver'ed to the· 
cave· lens surface, and .also depicts: the return path of the . . 
reflected image;. The mirror asi:»embly is m:ounted directly· 
to and moves with the 
holder remains fixed as earlier' des.cri bed� 
allows one to use the keratometer controls for 
'· 
.... 
v';...4' .,_., 
:��� ;·� 
•. ,i I .;; 
::� 
... � 
ti��.' :.M i.�11�( .
�-.. � ;,. 
. head rest· supportt�: 
. . 
'' 
.. 
glass 
stage 
soft 
: 
� 
.. 
., 
s aline reservoir 
,o 
45° 
{ 
i . 
keratometer 
. . . . 
.: ... . 
- . 
r 
.....:g 
I 
. ' 
, 
•' 
.. 
focus without disturbing the critic al' mirror position ,iri 
front of the keratometer. 
Because the lens is now surrounded by a �edium oth'er: ' 
than air, the instrument must be 
a series of known, rigid concave 
conditions of saline immersion. ', In 
that a + 1 • 50 D lens must be fitted 
ture in the manner of a range extender lens. With this , ... : : '. 
lens in place' the instrument' can' be' calibrated to measure ' 
concave surfaces (in sa]ine) ranging from 7.40 mm to 10.0 
in radius. ·' 
• ,5 ,,. 
Calibra-tion for· this study was accomp'lished using 1i2 
PMMA contact lenses -whose>posterior radii.had-been 
with both Neitz and American Optical radiuscopes. Exposure 
time to the saline bath was s o  brief that hydration effects 
on base curve were insignificant. The resultant calibration 
graph, plotting indicated keratom�ter.pow�r in diopteri 
against known radius of curvature is sh own as Figure 2. 
In theory, one should now be 
lens in the saline cell, make a 
diaris in the 'usual fas hion, and 
from the calibration plot. In practice, 
that ·the mires images are s o  fa.int as ·to 
able at best, even with ambient lighting fully dimmed� . 
explanation lies in the Fres nel formula, which expresses 
.. 
the fraction of incident lj_ght reflected from a surface .as . 
. - ' 
-, . 
. 
").fJ) -
- '?.40 
'1.00 -� 
� 
• 
e.eo·� 
�  
1 8.l:/J ·-, 
Cll -
:.J.. . ,�-H • 
0) 
$ 
i 
- I 
a:z.o -
8-00-
7.60 
7.� -
7.40 -
-
"', 
-9-
Figure 2 
I 
: ' � : , , : 
I Calibration plot based on PMMA lenses 
I 
4b 
of verified' radius 
I 
47 
'I 
I 
' . I l I 
48 4') 
Indicated keratmmeter power (D) 
� . 
.. ' 
' 
I I 
I I I I I I 
I I 
L: , I _ 
so ,_ 
I I 
I 
51 
I I I I ,­r 
I 
I I 
I 
• 
-1 
• ' l . 
J - ' 
I 1-1 
I 
1·1 . I� 
I 
;J 
I 
• 
" 
' 
" 
.. 
. ' ' 
; 
,. 
. 
' 
I :t 
. 
� 
i 
.... '• ' 
' . .  
-. 
n-n' 
n+n I ,  ' Where n and Il I represen't. the indices 
fleeting surface and its 'surround�. 
. 
. 
(n=1�3375) in air, the 'formula predicts tat· 2 .1% of 
.· 
incident light will be ref'lected. When a PMMA lens (n= · · 
1.49),fs 
b.3% and 
lations for a hydrogel .lens (n�t.43) in 
indicate that
,
:only, o.1% of the incident 
·· to be viewed by the operator. 
of the light 
. . . ' ·' ' '. ' ,, . .  ::_ ...... " ··:-..i . explains "7by the; light output; of. the instrument needs to'� 
be boosted if: one is to successfully 
in solutj_on. � ' . . . 
.  
.. 
. .  
For use in a 
·forme�, operated at.its · � :eak ·output works very. well.·and 
allows a gradual'inc'l'.·ease"to maximum voltage, thus ·extending 
'" ...  • I 
lamp life. . ' 
Other more effective improvements can be made if one · 
wishes to be able :to make measurements in normal room light, ' -����:�> 
·r � • :1 
., .. M �. 
but these will require modification of the lamp housing · t6;< -./, :���f;� 
� �  �··· 
I �lo"'\ 
accept a socket for a high output bulb. Roth9 has suggested· 
.. 
.....  
... 
'• 
. ... 
' 
..... 
high output lamp·assemb;J..Y..'Wfiich 
place of the stock item. 
of �ourse be carefully 
insure that excessive beat does not damage the 
accuracy� It may be necessary to 
··.any redesign of the lamP h�using ,. 
rotate the keratometer\180 
axis, thereby-�.locating .the bulb on 
side of ,the instrument so that the. excess heat can 
harmlessly. 
Results.2·and('.Discussion·· . 
. 
•• 't� I ' 
f • ' • ' --� 
of this,project involved .. the direct. 
... . � ' ... . . . . ' . 
cl,inica.1· investigation· was directed to the f<;>llowing three -
• .; 
.. I �,•._;_ -.;. • .:o ·• 
" o;·s I I,_ 
.f: · · �;) Verifica�ion of. the base curves of certain 
soft lenses maintained in·· the clinic as 
diagno,tic sets or fitting sets� 
1·. 
_ _  b) Verification of· th � = base curves of lenses as 
received· from the·manufacturer for dispen­
sing to patients • 
-, 
. 
. . 
. 
•,; :. 
.. 
,,:- ... . 
.: . 
'"·.,.�� -
' '• 
'" 
-....  
,.; 
., 
• ...i · -.r 
•, �. 
' '  
'I • 
•. 
. ' 
-12- ' 
" 
c) Demonstration of this system.1.s ability 
successfully identify unkno"m B & L .Soflenses ., 
� •. \. by' s��ies. �ric{·:po��r\,' based on 
the. anterior ·afi�:'.:Posterior radii . of 
' : ' l! .•.. . , �· . .  
. , ' '· 
ature. 
:, . t.-.��·1 (�.' , • .  ! 
q � ' { . . ": ... ;, ' ·rJ· ... �.., :· 
Part (a) above involved base curve 
separate sets of Durasoft trial lenses supplied to the 
clinic by Wesley-Jessen Inc. Table 1 shows the resulting 
data and indicates how the lenses 
�,.; 
fitting set were reorganized into . a sequenoe of decreasing· . 
. , 
saggital depth. Table 2 shows similar data in the same for� 
mat for the Durasoft prism ballast, truncated, minus lens' 
trial set. Table 3 presents.similar data for the Du;�;oft 
. ' --� .. : . 
plus lens trial set and-includes in addition a column in--
dicating the base curves.as r�measured approximately.three 
weeks later. All measurements repeated within the range 
'" 
+.05 mm I -.o4 mm, with the average departure ·only ±.02 mm 
from the original reading. These data supply convincing 
evidence of the repeatability of the system. 
.·•. 
In part (b) I investigated one manufacturer.1.s ability 
to demonstrate consistency in the production of lathe.cut 
soft lenses. Of particular interest here was the accuracy 
of the bottle marking as well as the rang� o_f variation· 
'distributed about the mean base curve. Durasoft lens 
'• 
Lens No 
1 
2 
3 -
4 '· 
5 L 
6 
7 
8 
9 . 
10 
11 
,_ -
• .t-
Durasoft Minus Lens Trial Set 
Serial No. 
'1 94508-6072� . 
· ·-: .... 
-510251-5241 ' -· �--·� • .•U• 
......
. ;. _ _ _  .� .. 
�·26614:. 5288 ;; .. ,� -, 
·,, ... ., ..
.
. 
, f 
···�·  
��-�933D-.5269"7 :�: 
� .......... .. 
�129338-5269: . 
. � - .... . .. -� : .•. � ; . .  .:.- . 
10201 S-5269 : . . 
:';'-. .-, .. : "'. ·.··. 
�,.. 
36'771 s-5290�· 
:510272-521 f·•,J. 
,; · 
.
.
...
..
.
. 
,_ 
. . , .. .. 
7094 8-5125 . 
-
Pwr. 
-2.62 
-2.87 
-2. 50 . 
" 
-3.00 
-2.75 
-3.00 
-2.12 
-4.37 
-1.00 
69-5995 . · .  ' -4. 75 
12841 s-5206 . -3.37 
Diam. Marked B.C. Verified B.C. 
12.8 7.8 7.92 
12.8 ' 7.8 - 7.92 
12.8 8.0 8.10 
12.8 8.o ' 8.10 
. 
12.8. 8.0 
. 
. 8.14 
12.8 8.2 8.18 
12.8 u 8.2 8.34 
12.8 8.4 8.44 
12.8 8.4 8.58 
12.8 8 .. 6 8.63 
. 
-
12 . 8 8.6 ' 8.75 
-- . ·-------- _,,.,...._,_ ---- --�···-----
I 
__., 
VJ 
f 
i 
' 
Lens No. 
1 . 
2 
3 
4 
5· 
' 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Dura.soft Prism Ballast Minus Lens Trial Set 
. 
.. � 
. 
.. 
Serial No. Pwr. 
18845D-6051 -3.00 
21507D-6051 -3.00 
18844D-603 7_. -3.00 
18845s-6072. : -3.oq 
21506-D -3.00 
215078-6079 "-3.00 
21506-S -3.00 
188448-6072 -3.00 
18841D-6037 . -3.00 
--
. 
1884 13-6051 -3.00 
Diam. ·'Marked B. C. 
12.8 
12.8 
12.8 
12 • .8 . 
8.o 
7.8 
·' . . . 7. 8 
·� 
. .  8.4 
12.8 · . : . ' 
. 
8.o 
1,2.8 8.o 
12.8 .· 8.4 
12.8 8.6 
12.8 . 8.2 . 
12.8 .. 8.2 
-� 
,;., 
j-0. ·:--..-.· . 
� .... 
-·· 
'\ .' 
-·-
.• LI! -
.,- ,, . ,_ 
.,,::.: 
� 
-·;...-«-
. 
* all lenses with 1pd BD and 1mm truncation 
;-'.,e 
Verified B.C. 
. . 
. 7.80 
. •, 
�. 
7 .84;· 
· ... ,· .. - � 
-� � 7. 86. I , - ...... -.. . , - � 
+ ·:-.-:._7.9 ?., I 
. . ... 
" s.oo� 
' -i". ', . .... ·�i! .... .-..� ... . �: 
... _ 8.04 
. 8.30" 
8.46 
8.46 
8. 51 
Durasoft � - Lens Trial Set 
Lens No. Serial No. Pwr. Diam� Marked B. C. 
1 611-51506 +3.25 12.8 7.8 
2 611-48853 +3.25 12.s· 7.8 � 
3 611-50905 +3.25· 12.8 8.o . ,, 
. 
. 
4 611-50923 +2. 75 - 12.8 8.o · 
5 611-51290 +3.00 . 12.8 8.2 
6 611-51277 +3.00 12.8 8.2 
" 
-
7 611-:50126 +3.00 ·• 12.8 8.4 . . 
8 611-50148 +3.25 12.8 8.4 
. 
9 611-51943 +2.75 12.8 8.6 
10 611-51940 +2.75 12.8 8.6 
Table 3 
Verified 
12f.2/.26 
. 7.78 
. ,  
8.11 
8.20 . 
7o97 
8.26 
8.35 
8.67 
. 
8.44 
8.83 
8.79 
Verified 
121..2s1.z6 
8
- .-� - 7. 2_ . . 
. .......... .... · � 
:-. 8. 1·2 .. 
. -....  . · .- ·.- .. 
-
- - : 8.23. -
. ,_ 
-- - 7. 98 ·- - .. -·�·"" 4 
8.26'>' 
' -
_" 8.30 .J 
. 
·- '8.65 
._ . 8.4o_, 
' 8.83 
' 8.78 
... .... � 
. 
. 
: . 
··-
-· � 
• . "°.! 
·-
. 
·, . .__ .. 
. 
-
. 
-
. 
: - -. 
·:.• � 
I 
� 
\.J1 . 
I 
� 
- 1 6 -
monitored over a period of three months, 
.. 
fore the.lenses were dispensed·to the patie nt. Table l+ 
lists the specifications of 85 lenses received and verified 
.. 'during the monitoring period • .  Figure 3 plots the marked. 
l .base. curve against the verified base curve. and demonstrates 
of' .1 • ' ) • 
. �iii· ;i . 
� 
·" � . ,-.. : the tendency of the Durasoft process to generallYi'. produce. �,I•. j L ' •, 
.. 
a flatter than desired base curve as well as a wide range 
of variability within.each base curve group. The most 
the 8.6mm 
most oft;en measured about 8.Smm, and by the 
wh ich 'tended .to.measure at about 8.5mm. The 
Part (c) of this project attempts to demonstrate that 
can.use.these methods to determine the series of an 
Bausch & Lomb�Soflens. Since B & Lpublishes tables 
the anterior {171old) ·and posterior c�rves of its 
Soflenses,,a�� since ��ese vary significantly from series 
" 
to series, any method of .base curve measure accurate to 
I . .:! 
·� "' 
" 
1.J 
·.··; .• 
' .  
JI 
.. .  ·· 
J, 
.J: 
. . 
' . S/N 
' .. 
Marked Base & Pwr 
' 
8.2: . 
8.6/�.1 .12 
.- 8.6/�1 .50, 
8.6/-1.50 
8.6/-1.50 
8.6/-1.12· 
8�6/-1.50 
' . 
8.2/-7 �oo. 
8.2/-8.00+1.25x60 
B.6/�3.00 
8.6;;..2.25 
7.8/-3.00 
,._ 
' .  
Meas ured B.C. : 
8. 51 
8.92 
·7.46 
8.60 
9.10 
8.85 
8.79 
8.44 
8.48 
8.79 
7.82 
: 7.86 
'.7.84 
�" 8. 51 .- 8.00 -8 •. 46' 
7.92 
8.04 
8.46 
7.80 
8.30 
8. 80 . 
. 7. 82 ·. ' 
8.23 
8.32 
8.66 . 
8.78 
8.12 
7.98 
8.26 
8.42 
8.83 
8.86 
' 8.74 : -·_· 8 .66 
- 8.35 
8.68 
8.37 
I 8.30 
·-a 66 . . . 
9.05 :: 
. 8.78 
8 8 l • ' t • 0 
- ' 8.81. 
. 
. 
· 
· 8.oo distorted 
8.61 
8.66 
8.77 
8 . 65 
. · 
. . 
11' :. 
·'-
. -
. ' 
.. 
. -, .... 
.. �· .. 
,. 
-. 
.. .-
;. . .  · 
•. 
Marked Base & Pwr, 
·. 8.6[-3 .. 00,. 
... 8.6/-2.25. 
� . 8.2/-10. 50 '.· 
-8.2/..:.10.50 < 
.·8 21-1 .50 �--:, · · ..,,.-. · -• . '. ·: . . -- •. * 
• ... 
.  8.2/-1.50: • X o :• .. 
·;. 8�8/-1. 50 .. ·· . . .. 
··· - · 8�4/-4.00+j.OOx180 
_, · 8.4/-3�50+2. 75x175 
., 
... . 
'• 
- , ·-
. ... 
.8.6/-8.00+1�25x60 · 
.8.6/-8 .. 00+1.00*93 
· 8 � 21�3 .75+1: .. oox174 
_ ,  8 •. 2/-4.00+1 .OOx178 
s·. 0/'�7. 25+2 �.25x93 
8.2/+9. 50 . ' · 
. . 
8.0/-8.00+2.00x90 
. 8.4J+9.50 ':_· '. .,, . -- : 
- 8 • 4I+14. oo' . ' -
.. �, 
8.4/+14.oo· 
8.2/-4.75+11.25xi80. � 
8.2/-4.00+,1.00x180· 
. .. 
� . 
. . 
· �abl e Jt. (_cont'd) 
... 
. .
. 
�· 
- L... 
. . � .  . 
. .. 
.
. . 
Measured B. C. · 
8.76 
' 8.81 
8.44 
8.66 
8.J5 
8.48 
8.94 
8.56 
8.51 
8.83 
8 •. 84 
8.48 
8.53 
8.45 
8.46 
8.28 
8 .. 44· 
8.78. 
8.81· 
8.48 
8.28 
8.90 
8.92 
8.60 
8.42 
7.98 
8.22 
: ·8.21 · · 
8. 38_ 
8.26 
8.60 
8.66 
8.1r 
8.19 -
.. 
., 
" 
. .. 
.. 
' 
. 
,, 
. 
' 
t• I' 
'-
.
. . 
I �· 'j ' 
,, :- ' 'ft' 

' . . 
.· ' 
. . 
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0.1mm should allow' one to predi�t.the series. Table 5 
.the r�sul ts of these predictions for fourteen un-
. . . .  ··.·. :• 
. .. ·-·· '. . 
known len.ses selected,,· at) random and removed from their 
fac�ory ·sealed bottles before being presented for anal­
( 
ysis·. . Lens 7 was deleted since it measured 13.6J:!llll in 
· .. ,'. .' . 
• �·: .. diameter and was originally labeled
· 
as an N series (12. 5mm) . .. ' '  
• . .  ···; 
· lens, ::
'
suggesting a mixup at the factory. Lenses 6, ,8, 
. and 9 were damaged in handling and not included in"the 
analysis. In all .ten cases of measured lenses; the series 
was exactly 
between Soflens series, an approximate 
the investigator to use 
the PAR/AR charts to place the lens in its proper s.eries. 
- Small errors in power can be detected in over refraction 
and are deemed much less troublesome than dealing with 
·lenses of unknown series. Thirteen of the eighteen lens 
measured were accurate·.· (judged against B&L niold 
less· than .1mm, with ·the average departure from 
Data is not reported for 
lenticular 
,lenses because the bowl radius is extremely short and 
cannot be measured with this apparatus. 
� .  
" 
' 
" 
' .. I I ... �1 .- �. �1 'J 1 I 
. . . 
; 
� . 
..
. 
:!". ·� �' 
: 
. 
-
; , Vertometer 
No. ·��' Power · 
=;.:;.;;....;.;..;;.;;..--.. ....... 
Unknown 
; � ... 
. _-
1· 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A 
B 
c 
D 
•' 
\,: . 
•',• ....... ·r _-; ' 
+t,..oo <�· 
-2. 75'- . • / 
.+14.oo 
-.25 
-2 75 -. . �· · -
.... 
;,.�-..... . � 
·
� 
. 
-
:-:..,..
.'-
� 
- (lens' ·1s 
- -
. 
.�·' 
+13. 50 
-2.50· 
-4.oo' 
-.12 
-2.75 
la-..... 
:r�'7· ... :-!' 
: � •• 1;� 
.B&L -------- - -------------
. 
Measured 
PAR/AR Diam� 
. 
·-
. 9.07/8.38 J3.6 
... �· 
8.22/8.80 _12.5 
-
7.521 -- : ' 1J.6 
9.57;9.70 1 3.6 
_7:�·�6;a�.10 .12.5 
�' ;�(dahidged- iens 
. - -�� ..... 
•, 
...
. 
. 
-
.
.. 
\ 
:' .i· 
:· 
-
. - ' ' : Jf < �- ... 
·-Nearest" PAP/AR Predicted · - Actual (label) 
from B&L chart -Lens I.D. '·· Lens I.D. · - Error 
.. .  
. 
8.90/8 
.
• 30 +4.00F3 ,._ ,, :;;} 
-
. ,8.25/8 •. 76 ·� ·- -2.75F 
'_, 
7.501 -- . .+14.00J3 
-
-
9.60/9.67 .;: ,, -.25B3 
. 7.70/8.14 . -2.75N 
·" " ,.· ... .., -" ,, 
- deleted fr�m study) 
•, - .. , •  
. 
• .
.- •. 
� . ,,, 1�;--.; 
+4.00F3 
� . 
. -3.00F 
·r 
. 
.: ·  +15 .OOJ3 . . 
' ":"' +-
. 
-. 50B3 
. 
-2.75N - -: 
' 
' . 
- ";> 
-·· ·:.. - � 
. . . 
" 
... 
-
. J" - ,_ 
��� 
none 
· + . 25D 
� 
-1 .-OOD 
+.25D 
" 
· none 
13:6 mm'"·in diam. and can.TJ.ot be an N series lens as labeled) 
� . 
-
' ·  
� -�-"' . -� 
- (d��-ged iens - deleted from ·study) . , . ·.�f.��-f; · .. :·,�� :�;-.. : � �. �-:. ' . -��� 
' ·I;.;,. _,· 
(damaged lens - dele'ted from study) ' . � , .
.
... 
.
. 
7.78/ �--.-.· 
8.49/8.99 
- -
7.74/8.38 
•;-�:..- .. 
9. 52/9. 56 
8.06/8.62 
13.6 
12.5 
12.5 
13.6 
12.5 
��­.......... _,_ 
... - . ... _ 
7.78/ _.; +13. 50F3 
8.60/9.08 -2.50B 
7.80/8.44 -4.00J 
9.60/9.67 -.25B3 
8.25/8.74 . . -2.75F 
� 
Table 5 
. 
-.; . .:,. 
... "t_ ,.. ' 
' � :-- . -
+13. 50F3 
. ...
. 
.
· -2. 75B 
. 
. 
. 
·�-
-4. 75J 
-.25B3 
-3.25F 
. 
- : .. --
.. 
- " . 
none 
+.25D 
+.75n 
none 
,- +. 50D 
_, 
� 
J 
I\) 
...:.. 
, 
,. 
.. ' 
., 
I ' 
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Conclusion 
. The resUl ts obtained in the clinical. application 
section of this study seem to indicate that the apparatus 
. . . 
described here can inde'ed play an important role in th'e 
routine fitting of soft contact lenses�· Certainly the; 
of 
·use, as the 
at hand for most practicioners• ;. The modifications required· 
• I.• '· ,t 
' . . . ./:" . ; .. � ' . ,. . . ; . 
; 
can be cheaply and quickly completed· by any one with average 
mechanical skills.:·'� ThoseJ. not' �nciined: to· go through the · 
.� ·'� '.. ' '• '" l . . 
'· 
calibration procedure with steel spheres or rigid lenses 
can achieve a close·approximation of true radius by using 
a +1.25'D range extender lens (for which keratometer radius 
* 
conversion tables are readily available)1and multiplying 
I ·, ' 
this corrected radius by 1.336, the refractive· index of 
. .  
.9% saline. Results obtained by this method closely approx­
imate those derived from·the graph based on actual measure­
ment of spheric surfaces. 
Even with the technical challenge reduced to a minimum, 
soft lens practicioners are likely to develop vJidely varying 
opinions about the.utility and practicality of,adopting 
;fc t. Mandell, Robert B., Contact 1.fill§.· Practice, 1974, p.786. 
' 
� .. . 
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. , .. 
this technique in a contemporary contact lens practi ce. 
will find that 
the use of a mold ili lens manufacture insures a high de­
gree of uniformity, and it would seem to be a poor use of 
time to routinely verify the base curves of these lenses. 
The proc�dure's greatest value to these individuals woUld 
probably be in resolving fitting problems resulting from 
· mismarked or defective lenses, and in cases where a dupli­
lens is desired. 
man ufactU;I'.ing processes do not enjoy 
;.,_ � , .. I ·. ' .. the dimensional stabili.ty \or predictability· inherent in the 
mold controlled pr,ocess, :_ pr:imarily ;as a.· result of the 'in:· 
' .-, '� . ·: . -�' . ·\ '_,) f i.: �. J . ( ; ' 
evitable variations in·· set:..up·:accuracy and cutting tool 
' . � 'I ·, ' .  " . , . . 
condition • . <· If tr.le' nimensi.onar yariation ob.served in this 
' ."•' .1. 
� 
lli. -�. ;�- � ... .F· ' ,- ·;"'�··1 •· · '.' ,,., II· �j. 
surveY: is representative of what can be expected of lathe 
cut·1e�ses.in genera1,·tnen. �i�ters will soon come to realize 
the benefits in verifying .both their fitting sets 1illQ. the 
patient's.lenses prior,'to dispensing. , . . 
Only. when the fitter has_ a .complete and accurate di- .. 
mensional description of.every lens he places on an eye for 
evaiuation can he pring bis fU:ll diagnostic abilities to 
bear and methodically achieve the 11best fit11 in the most 
· straightforward manner • 
. .  
. ' .·,; 
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' . .  
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